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The Rudin–Osher–Fatemi model is a widely used variational denoising algorithm which favors piecewise
constant solutions. Although edge sharpness and location are well preserved, some local features such as
textures and small details are often diminished with noise simultaneously. This paper aims to better pre-
serve these local features using a similar variational framework. We introduce a texture detecting func-
tion according to the derivatives of the noisy textured image. Then this function is used to construct a
spatially adaptive fidelity term, which adjusts the denoising extent in terms of the local features. Numer-
ical results show that our method is superior to the Rudin–Osher–Fatemi model in both signal-to-noise
ratio and visual quality. Moreover, part of our results are also compared with other state-of-the-art meth-
ods including a variational method and a non local means filter. The comparison shows that our method
is competitive with these two methods in restoration quality but is much faster.

� 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
� �

1. Introduction

Image denoising is one of the fundamental problems in image
processing. The aim of image denoising is to smooth out noise in
an image without losing significant features such as edges and
textures.

Variational denoising methods are popular in recent years. The
basic variational models are the Perona–Malik model [21] and the
Rudin–Osher–Fatemi (ROF) model [23]. The denoising problem can
be expressed as follows: Given an image f : X � R2 ! R corrupted
by additive zero mean Gaussian noise n with standard deviation
r, the aim is to recover the true image u from

f ¼ uþ n:

In the variational framework, the ROF model can be formulated as
finding

min
Z

X
jrujdx subject to

Z
X
ðf � uÞ2 dx ¼ jXjr2:

One can introduce a Lagrange multiplier k and rewrite the above
problem as

min EðuÞ ¼
Z

X
jrujdxþ k

2

Z
X
ðu� f Þ2 dx

� �
: ð1Þ

The corresponding Euler–Lagrange equation is
ll rights reserved.

).
div
ru
jruj þ kðf � uÞ ¼ 0:

Neumann boundary condition is assumed. Then k can be computed
by

k ¼ 1
jXjr2

Z
X

div
ru
jruj

� �
ðu� f Þdx: ð2Þ

The first term in the energy E(u) in (1) is the so called total variation
(TV) regularization term, and the second term is a fidelity term with
scalar coefficient k. Numerically, the solution of (1) is usually
achieved by the steepest descent method:

ou
ot ¼ div ru

jruj

� �
þ kðf � uÞ;

ujt¼0 ¼ f :

(
ð3Þ

The ROF model does a good job in image denoising since it pre-
serves edge location and sharpness while smoothing out noise,
especially for cartoon like images. The ROF model and its extensions
are widely studied numerically and theoretically [2,7,8,18]. It
should be mentioned that images are always assumed in the
Bounded Variation (BV) space since this space allows discontinu-
ities in functions.

However, the ROF model favors piecewise constant solutions
and therefore often causes staircase effects [9,25,26]. Here the
staircase effects means that smooth regions with noise are pro-
cessed into piecewise constant regions. Meanwhile, in Eq. (3) the
fidelity coefficient k is a global scalar, not local, which leads to
the effect that the restoration is better achieved in some regions
of the image than in others. Then small details and textures are of-
ten smoothed out with noise in this process. So the ROF model
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cannot achieve well equilibrium between cartoon like regions and
texture like regions when dealing with partly textured images.

In order to overcome the staircase effect, the weighted ROF
model and high order PDEs (typically fourth-order PDEs)
[9,10,12,17] have been introduced. Meanwhile, many efforts have
been tried to improve the results when denoising partly textured
images. The one most related to our work is [13,14]. In [13,14] Gil-
boa et al. introduced local variance constraints instead of the global
variance constraint in (1), and then used Lagrange multipliers to
convert the problem into an unconstrained energy minimization
problem:

min EðuÞ ¼
Z

X
jrujdxþ 1

2

Z
X

kðxÞPRðxÞdx
� �

;

where PR(x) is the local variance. Results in [14] show improve-
ments in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) over the original scalar
ROF model, while keeping important textures. In [4] the authors
used a set of constraints ki, here each one corresponds to a region
Oi in the image. Their model involves deblurring and denoising
problems and can be written as

min EðuÞ ¼
Z

X
jrujdxþ 1

2
ki

Z
Oi

ðh � u� f Þ2 dx

( )
:

Fig. 1. Example of vector u with six components defined in (5) and two texture detectin
and u6, respectively; (h) the texture detecting function using the first three channels; a
They discussed the existence and uniqueness of solutions of their
model. A step further, in [1] a set of constraints kij is used, and each
one corresponds to a pixel of the image. That is to find

min EðuÞ ¼
Z

X
jrujdxþ

X
ki;j G � ðh � u� f Þ2ði; jÞ � �r2
� �� �

;

where h is the point spread function and G is a Gaussian kernel.
Uzawa algorithm is used to solve the minimization problem. In
[25,26], the concept of feature scale is introduced and how the
ROF model works with a fixed k is deeply studied. Based on the local
feature scale, in [16] the authors modified the regularization term
and obtained the following equation:

sðxÞ
smax

� �
div

ru
jruj

� �
þ kðf � uÞ ¼ 0;

where s is a local feature scale. However, the scheme to measure lo-
cal feature scale is rough. In [11], spatial coherence structure is
introduced into the regularization process of the Mumford–Shah
model through a proper spatially varying function. Different from
these local methods, some non local models are also good at deno-
ising textured image. Non-local means (NL-means) filter [6] shows
good performance in denoising images with textures and small de-
tails. Its idea is to construct a non local weight function w(x,y) for
g functions. (a) Original textured image; (b)–(g) the six components u1, u2, u3, u4, u5

nd (i) the texture detecting function using six channels.
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each x, y e X by the grey level differences in a whole Gaussian
neighborhood of x and y, that is

wðx; yÞ ¼ exp � 1

h2

Z
R2

GaðtÞjf ðxþ tÞ � f ðyþ tÞj2 dt
� �

where Ga is a Gaussian kernel with standard deviation a and h is a
parameter. Then the NL-means filter estimates the value of x by

NLðf ÞðxÞ ¼
R

X wðx; yÞf ðyÞdyR
X wðx; yÞdy

:

In [15], non-local TV is proposed for image regularization in a var-
iational framework.

The above models are almost BV + L2 type. Recently, many stud-
ies suggest new norms to substitute L2 norm in the fidelity term,
such as G and H�1 norms [3,19,20,24,27]. They can better distin-
guish cartoon and oscillating parts. In these models, a scalar k for
fidelity term as the ROF model is usually used. Our denoising mod-
el as well as the above mentioned spatially varying k models can
also be introduced into these decomposition schemes.

In this paper, with the aim to better preserve both structural
and textural information, we modify the fidelity term using a tex-
ture detecting function g. Based on the recognition that textures
Fig. 3. Denoising result of a noisy mosaic of textures and constant value areas. (a) Mosai
SNR = 14.4 dB; (b) our texture detecting function using six channels of u; (c) result of the
SNR = 17.5 dB, t = 3.2 s; (e) result of our method using the first three channels of u, SNR =
result of the NL-means filter, SNR = 12.6 dB, t = 55 s.

Fig. 2. Partly-textured test images. (a) Synthetic mosaic made of patches of fabric
and metal textures with two constant patches as used in [14]. (b) Barbara image.
The marked two small regions will be compared by different algorithms in the text.
can be distinguished by different feature channels of the image,
we introduce a texture detecting function using the first and sec-
ond derivatives of the smoothed version of the noisy textured im-
age. Then similar to [14], we use the texture detecting function to
adjust the fidelity extent in denoising process.

Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce our
proposed model in two steps: texture detection and noise removal.
Then the numerical implementation details are given in Section 3.
In Section 4, we display our experimental results and conduct
some comparisons. Finally, we conclude our paper in Section 5.
2. The proposed method

As in Section 1, we assume that f is the observed noisy image.
Our denoising method is the combination of two steps. The first
step is texture detection and the second step is noise removal. In
the following, we use (x,y) to denote the spatial variable.

2.1. Texture detection

The original structure tensor [5] is defined as

Jq ¼
Gq � ðf 2

x Þ Gq � ðfxfyÞ
Gq � ðfxfyÞ Gq � ðf 2

y Þ

 !

where Gq is a Gaussian kernel with standard deviation q and sub-
scripts of f denote partial derivatives to extract the feature of the ob-
served image. Here q is a scale parameter. The structure tensor is a
powerful tool to discriminate textures. In [22], the structure tensor is
used to extract feature in textured images and then these feature
channels are taken as initial information to segment the image with
textures. Inspired by this idea, we propose to extend the structure
tensor by using first and second-order derivatives to extract the tex-
ture feature in an image. The major problem of the original structure
tensor is the dislocation of edges due to the smoothing with Gauss-
ian kernels. The basic idea in [5] to address this problem is the
replacement of the Gaussian smoothing by nonlinear diffusion.
c image contaminated by zero mean Gaussian noise with standard deviation r = 10,
ROF model, SNR = 14.6 dB, t = 2.5 s; (d) result of our method using six channels of u,
16.6 dB, t = 2.9 s; (f) result of Gilboa et al.’s method, SNR = 16.6 dB, t = 9.8 s; and (g)
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Following [22], we use total variation (TV) flow to smooth the fea-
ture channels since it can well preserve edges while removing noise.

First, we preprocess the observed noisy image by TV flow:

oI
ot ¼ div rI

jrIj

� �
;

Ijt¼0 ¼ f :

(
ð4Þ

By this step, we aim to reduce the influence of large noise. With the
idea that textures can be distinguished by different derivatives such
as the structure tensor, we construct a vector u = (u1,u2,u3,u4,u5,u6)
based on the first- and second-order derivatives of the smoothed
function I as follows:

u1 ¼ I2
x ; u2 ¼ I2

y ; u3 ¼ IxIy; u4 ¼ I2
xx; u5 ¼ I2

yy; u6 ¼ I2
xy: ð5Þ

This vector contains texture information in different directions. See
Fig. 1(b)–(g).

Since the noise in I is amplified by taking derivatives, we again
use the TV flow to denoise each component of u, i.e.

oui

ot
¼ div

rui

jruij

� �
; i ¼ 1; . . . ;6 ð6Þ

with initial values (5). Then we define our original texture detecting
function as

gðx; yÞ ¼ 1

1þ kKðx; yÞ2

where k is the contrast factor always set to be 0.005 in this paper
and K(x,y) is the largest eigenvalue of the geometric matrix

1þ
P6
i¼1
ðuiÞ2x

P6
i¼1
ðuiÞxðuiÞy

P6
i¼1
ðuiÞxðuiÞy 1þ

P6
i¼1
ðuiÞ2y

0
BBB@

1
CCCA

for each point (x,y) e X. In the homogeneous regions of the image,
each component of u is near zero such that K goes to zero, and then
g goes to one; In the regions with textures, at least one component
Fig. 4. Denoising of a noisy mosaic of textures and constant areas. (a) Mosaic image conta
(b) our texture detecting function using six channels of u; (c) result of the ROF model, SN
t = 4.5 s; (e) result of our method using the first three channels of u, SNR = 11.5 dB, t = 4.
NL-means filter, SNR = 10.9 dB, t = 56 s.
of u is very large such that K goes to infinity, and then g goes to
zero. This is the behavior of our texture detecting function.
Fig. 1(h) and (i) show the texture detecting functions of using the
first three channels (first-order derivatives) and six channels (first-
and second-order derivatives). It is obvious that with six channels
Fig. 1(i) can detect more texture information than Fig. 1(h). In
Section 4, we will compare the denoising performance of using tex-
ture detecting function with six channels and the first three
channels.

2.2. Noise removal

Now we use the texture detecting function to modify the fidel-
ity term in the ROF model. Our model is to minimize the following
energy functional:

EðvÞ ¼
Z

X
jrv jdxdyþ l

2

Z
X
ð1� gÞðv � f Þ2 dxdy; ð7Þ

where l is a scalar parameter. After computing the Euler–Lagrange
equation, we use the steepest descent method to get the evolution
equation:

ov
ot
¼ div

rv
jrvj

� �
� lð1� gÞðm� f Þ: ð8Þ

By definition, g e (0,1]. In the cartoon like regions, g � 1, such that
the regularization term takes the main role and the noise is re-
moved. In the regions with textures, g � 0, such that the fidelity
term leads a more important role and then the textures will be well
preserved. As a whole, the proposed model will keep a good balance
between noise removal and texture preservation.

Moreover, our model can reduce the staircase effect which is
a flaw of the ROF model. In the ROF model with fixed fidelity
coefficient, 1/k is the scale parameter [14,26]. According to
[26], when processing an image by the ROF model with fixed
k, image features with scale larger than or equal to 1/k will be
minated by zero mean Gaussian noise with standard deviation r = 20, SNR = 8.1 dB;
R = 10.1 dB, t = 4.0 s; (d) result of our method using six channels of u, SNR = 11.7 dB,
3 s; (f) result of Gilboa et al.’s method, SNR = 11.7 dB, t = 22.7 s; and (g) result of the
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retained while features with scale smaller than 1/k will be re-
moved. However, in an image, there are always textures with
many scales. A global k obviously could not adapt all the scales.
Meanwhile since the ROF model favors piecewise constant
solutions, it causes the staircase effect. In our model, the local
fidelity coefficient l(1 � g) is a function and by definition it is
closely related with the textures, so we could expect that it is
adapted to many scales locally. Hence the staircase effect can
be reduced.
Fig. 5. Denoising of noisy Barbara image. (a) Barbara image contaminated by zero mean G
function; (c) result of the ROF model, SNR = 12.1 dB, t = 12.4 s; (d) result of our method, SN
and (f) result of the NL-means filter, SNR = 15.7 dB, t = 210.0 s.
3. Numerical implementation

To discretize Eq. (8), we use finite difference scheme. Denote
spatial step size by h = 1 and time step size by s.

ðD�x vÞi;j ¼ �½v i�1;j � v i;j�;
ðD�y vÞi;j ¼ �½v i;j�1 � v i;j�;

jðDvÞi;jj ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðDþx ðv i;jÞÞ2 þ ðDþy ðv i;jÞÞ2 þ e

q
;

aussian noise with standard deviation r = 20, SNR = 8.1 dB; (b) our texture detecting
R = 13.0 dB, t = 15.8 s; (e) result of Gilboa et al.’s method, SNR = 13.2 dB, t = 129.4 s;
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where e > 0 is a small number to avoid dividing by zero. The details
of the algorithm for Eq. (8) are given as follows (the subscripts i, j
are omitted):

vkþ1 ¼ vk þ sD�x
Dþx vk

jDvkj

 !
þ D�y

Dþy vk

jDvkj

 !
� slð1� gÞðvk � f Þ:

Strong TV flow (4) is implemented similarly. In this paper we set
s = 0.2 when solving (4) and (8). l is set to be in the range (0,1].
By experience, for natural images, l = 0.1 is a good choice. In this
paper, we set l = 0.1 for all the tests except in Figs. 3 and 4 we
set l = 1. The additive operator splitting (AOS) scheme [28] is
used to implement Eq. (6) with time step 5. We only iterate a
few times since this algorithm is very fast. For noise level of
standard deviation 10–20, one time is enough. For higher noise
Fig. 6. Two small regions of Barbara image marked in Fig 2(b) are enlarged to make care
Original image regions, one is a typical cartoon region and the other is a textured region
results of our method; (e1 and e2) result of Gilboa et al.’s filter; and (f1 and f2) result o
level, the iteration should be increased. For evolution equations
(4) and (8), the stopping criterion is that the difference between
the successive iteration is less than a given tolerance or the iter-
ation is larger than a given number. For simplicity, we set the
number of iterations as multiple of 10. Generally, the number
should be increased as the noise level increases. By trial and er-
ror, we find that: for noise level of standard deviation 10, iterat-
ing (4) 10 times, iterating (6) one time, and iterating (8) 30
times gives good result; for noise level of standard deviation
20, iterating (4) 60 times, iterating (6) one time, and iterating
(8) 100 times yields satisfactory results. For all the test images
except Fig. 7 (where the standard deviation of the noise is un-
known) in this paper, we use this unified criterion.

In the implementation of the ROF model, we evolve Eq. (3) with
automatic varying scalar k by formula (2) as in [23].
ful comparison with the performance in denoising textures and cartoon. (a1 and a2)
; (b1 and b2) noisy image parts; (c1 and c2) results of the ROF model; (d1 and d2)
f the NL-means method.
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4. Experimental results

We test our algorithm with various textured and natural
images. Remark that when it is not specified, we use six channels
of u in our method. Our method can not only reduce the staircase
effect in cartoon like regions but also well preserve textures while
removing noise. Our algorithm is compared with the ROF model,
Gilboa et al.’s method in [14] and NL-means method in [6] by com-
putational time, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and visual quality. The
experiments are performed under Windows XP and MATLAB v7.4
with Intel Core 2 Duo CPU at 1.66 GHz and 2 GB memory.

Fig. 2 shows two test images. Fig. 2(a) is a typical partly tex-
tured, partly cartoon image with size 148 by 148. Fig. 2(b) is a stan-
dard test image Barbara with size 256 by 256. In Figs. 3 and 4, we
add zero mean Gaussian noise with standard deviation 10 and 20,
respectively, to the mosaic image Fig. 2(a), and compare the deno-
ising results of our method, the ROF model, Gilboa et al.’s method,
and the NL-means filter.

Figs. 3(b) and 4(b) show that our texture detection function
really can detect the textures, whilst the detecting precision de-
creases as the noise standard deviation increases. Our denoising re-
sults are better than the ROF model in both SNR and visual quality.
When the noise standard deviation is 10 or 20, the SNR by our
method is remarkably higher than the ROF model. Almost no stair-
case effect appears in our results which is obvious in the results of
the ROF model. For our method, the denoising performance of
using six channels u is better than using the first three channels
of u. See Figs. 3(d) and (e), Figs. 4(d) and (e), and the corresponding
SNRs. Our method is also competitive with Gilboa et al.’s method
and NL-means filter. In the case of noise standard deviation 10,
our result (Fig. 3(d)) has a SNR higher than Gilboa et al.’s method
by 1 dB. In the case of noise standard deviation 20, the SNR of
our result (Fig. 4(d)) is similar to the result of Gilboa et al.’s method
(Fig. 4(f)). However, in Fig. 4(f), the information of texture invades
Fig. 7. Denoising of a noisy natural image. (a) Noisy natural image (from http://ww
detecting function; (c) result of the ROF model; and (d) result of our method.
to the cartoon part in the region near the boundary of cartoon and
texture, causing some distortion. Our result (Fig. 4(d)) seems to be
more pleasing in this aspect. The results of NL-means method (Figs.
3(g) and 4(g)) seem good for texture part, but they have lower SNR
than Gilboa et al.’s method and our method. When the noise is lar-
ger, see Fig. 4(g) for example, the cartoon regions are not clean as if
there are some small scale textures. It shows in such partly texture
images, NL-means method can hardly seek the balance between
texture denoising and cartoon denoising. Moreover, our method
has the advantage that it is much faster than Gilboa et al.’s method
and the NL-means method. The computational time is demon-
strated in Figs. 3 and 4. Our method is about three times faster than
Gilboa et al.’s method and 10 more times faster than NL-means fil-
ter. In Gilboa et al.’s method, the local weight k(x) needs to be up-
dated in the evolution and it depends on the local power which is
time consuming. In the NL-means method, the computation of the
non local weight w(x,y) is time consuming. Remark that ROF model
is faster than ours since our model includes two steps while ROF
includes one step similar to our step 2.

In Fig. 5, we display the results of different models on a Barbara
image. Zero mean Gaussian noise with standard deviation 20 is
added to Fig. 2(b). Our result, Fig. 5(d), has a SNR roughly 1 dB
higher than the result of the ROF model (Fig. 5(c)). Gilboa et al.’s
method has a similar SNR as our method. NL-means method has
the highest SNR among all. However, the computational time of
our method is much less than Gilboa et al.’s method and the NL-
means method.

In Fig. 6, two small regions, one is piecewise constant region
(Fig 6(a1)) and the other is a textured region (Fig 6(a2)), are en-
larged for careful comparison. Our method performs better than
the ROF model in both regions. In the piecewise constant region
of Barbara’s forehead, our result avoids the staircase effect and it
seems to be the best one among all. It shows in the result of NL-
means filter (Fig. 6(f1)) that the cartoon region is not clean as if
w.irisa.fr/vista/Themes/Demos/Debruitage/ImageDenoising.html); (b) our texture

http://www.irisa.fr/vista/Themes/Demos/Debruitage/ImageDenoising.html


Table 1
More comparison results (dB).

Image Noisy ROF Ours

Cameraman 256 15.9 19.3 20.6
Lena 256 14.3 18.2 19.5
Toys 256 10.0 16.8 17.8
Barboon 512 12.6 12.7 14.3
Bridge 512 14.8 15.8 16.9
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there are some small scale textures. In the texture region on the
scarf, our result preserves textures better than the ROF model.
Meanwhile, our result is similar to Gilboa et al.’s result. The best
one is the NL-means method in which the textures are perfectly
preserved.

The test on another natural noisy image is displayed in Fig. 7.
The given image is a noisy image without knowing the clear image.
Since the automatic estimation of k in the ROF model is based on
the known noise standard deviation r (see formula (2)), we imple-
ment the ROF model with a fixed parameter k = 0.01 instead. Com-
parison results show that our model keeps the leaf edges and small
details better than the ROF model. We get our result (Fig. 7(e)) by
iterating (4) 100 times, iterating (6) two times, and iterating (8)
100 times.

Table 1 shows various natural images and the comparison be-
tween the standard ROF model and our proposed method in terms
of SNR. From left, SNR of the noisy image; SNR of the ROF model;
SNR of our proposed method are showed. All the test images are
degraded by zero mean Gaussian white noise with standard devi-
ation r = 10. It is clear that our method improves the denoising
results.

Denoising result of several classical test images with size 256 by
256 or 512 by 512. From left, SNR of the noisy image; SNR of the
ROF model; SNR of our proposed method. All the test images are
degraded by zero mean Gaussian white noise with standard devi-
ation r = 10.

5. Conclusion

A modified ROF model based on texture detecting function is
presented. The proposed algorithm outperforms the standard
ROF model in both SNR and visual quality. It can not only better
preserve textures but also reduce staircase effect when denoising
non-cartoon images in comparison with the standard ROF model.
Our method is competitive with the state-of-the-art work by Gil-
boa et al. and NL-means filter in restoration quality but is much
faster than them. Further study will be focused on applying the
texture detecting function to other existing variational image pro-
cessing methods such as denoising, decomposition and deblurring.
In Fig 5(b), the textures are not very well captured since there are
too many scales in textures. In the future work, a more exact texture
detecting function should be constructed by introducing the con-
cept of scale in feature channel construction or using Gabor filter.
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